
 

 
Join the nearly 300 ProposalBuilder users in the 

Linc Service and TEGG networks who are already 

taking advantage of the revolutionary customer engagement tool. 

ProposalBuilder is redefining how Linc Service and TEGG contractors create and deliver proposals, and how they interact 

with clients by allowing sales and operations teams to create online proposals and quotes. 

ProposalBuilder allows sales teams to create online sales materials using existing information to create, send, track and 

execute customized proposals and sales agreements from their office or mobile device. 

ProposalBuilder is mobile friendly and allows on-the-go updates to existing agreements, and lets clients review, interact 

with and approve sales materials from any device. It also instantly delivers text messages or email alerts to the sales 

team when clients open proposals, which pages they examine and how much time is spent on each page to give the 

team insight into the clients' specific interest. The program's design also allows for it to be customized to meet each 

franchises' individual needs. 

Linc Service and TEGG franchises are discovering ProposalBuilder is an easy way to quickly create and deliver proposals, 

and is improving close rates. 

Check out ProposalBuilder's Linc Service and TEGG network statistics:  

 More than 280 users have created and published proposals using ProposalBuilder 

 More than 4,185 proposals have been created using ProposalBuilder 

 The average time to create proposals is 3 minutes and 48 seconds with ProposalBuilder 

 The average time to publish a proposal is 7 days with ProposalBuilder 

 Most ProposalBuilder users are experiencing a minimum 45 percent close rate on all published proposals, while 

others are experiencing higher success rates 

ProposalBuilder is the fastest, easiest way to create and publish proposals, and drive up your closing rates. It has an 

initial startup cost of $750 per franchise, and comes with a single user license. Each additional license is $63 per month.  

For more information, contact your AVP. If you're ready to start Creating Opportunities with ProposalBuilder, register 

here. 

Want more TEGG news and announcements? Stay up-to-date with TEGG Mobile by visiting TEGG.com/news from your 

computer or mobile device. 
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